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Summary. Problems of safety in technical systems are for under
standable reason very important. These problems are of special 
importance among others, in transport systems and in mining systems.

In the field of transport during last years theoretical and 
practical works dealing with technical systems safety in reliabi
lity aspects have been done. The main ideas of these works have 
rather universal character and it seems they may be adopted to the 
technical systems in other fields.

In the paper the basic concepts and definitions as well as basic 
models concerning safety reliability have been presented. Mathema
tical relations between reliability indices and safety indices have 
been proposed.

Problems of designing and construction of equipment and systems 
with higher safety reliability have been discussed and guidelines 
for designers have been formulated.

1. INTRODUCTION

During last years it may be observed the tendency to isolate from the 
general reliability theory, problems connected with systems safety. This 
part of theory- can be called reliability of system safety. These problems 
are connected with taking into account effects of failures.

In the most of technical systems, the failures can be divided into two 
groups. The first group causes the dangerous situation, the second one - 
only less efficient functioning of the system. As may be seen the results 
of failures are not equivalent. In the first case we can speak about 
unreliability of safety, and in the second one about unreliability of 
efficiency of these systems.
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The system safety problems are now in area of interests of both theore
ticians and practicians on various fields all over the world.

we can observe it especially in such specific fields as for example 
air space, nuclear physics, transportation, fire-fighting, mining, where 
the probability of direct impendancy over system's safety is very big.
In the world there are two Systems Safety Society: in USA and in France. 
These Societies organize (one year in USA, next year in France) interna- 
tional conferences. In Poland actually the Systems Safety Group in the 
fraime of Polish Cybernetic Society (Affiliated by Polish Academy of 
Sciences) has been established. The aim of this Group is concerning Polish 
scientific center which is engaged in this subject matter.

2. BASIC DEFINITIONS

The reliability is now a wall developped field of science and has many 
worked out concepts and definitions, which are presented in large lite
rature and normative publications. In this paper we shall mention only 
most important of them, and our own, which we are using. All the defini

tions are of normative character:

R - system reliability - probability of fulfilling requirements;

Q - system unreliability - probability of the system failure;

R_ - safety reliability - probability of fulfilling reguiraments fromO
the point of view of safety, i.e. of non-occurrence of the safety 
unreliability;

Q0 - safety unreliability - probability of occurrence of an event 
causing a dangerous situation;

Qs - efficiency unreliability - probability of occurrence of an event 
causing an unefficient functioning.

All these concepts deal a definite time and definite exploitation 
conditions.

/

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE -MAN-MACHINE" SYSTEM

Let us consider an object, which is composed of technical part and 
operator's part.

The technical part of system can work correctly (state A) or fails 
(state A). The probabilities P of these events we denote by R ■ P(A) 
and Q ■ P(A) » 1 - R, respectively.

In process of exploitation of the object impendancy over safety does 
not occur or occurs, we denote these events by B and 8, respectively.
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There may exist four distinct situations, probabilities of occurrence 

of which are given by the relations :

P(B/A) - 1 - q B = r0 (1)

P(B/A) = q0 (2)

P (B / A ) = qs = 1 - qB (3)

P(B/A) = 1 - qs = qB (4)

In above relations:

rB - is a probability of non-occurrence of impendancy over safety if 

the object works correctly;

qB - is a probability of occurrence of impandancy ovsr safety if the 

object works correctly;

qB - is a probability of non-occurrence of impandancy over safety if 

the object fails;

qB - is a probability of occurrence of impendancy over safety if the 

object fails.

The probability of non-occurrence of impendancy over safety is given

by:

RB = qS + (1 " qB “ qS )R (5)

It cay be proved, that the correlation coefficient for the events of 

non-occurrence of failure (A) and of non-occurrence of impendancy over 

safety (B) is given by formula:

« I  (5 )M  P ü  - K) a
A3 p B (l - Rb ) cfR-

in which :

dR_

3r -  = 1 ■ qB “ qs (7)

The formulae (5), (6) and (7) determine the relation between the relia

bility R and the safety Rg.

For analysis of the problems of the object safety the following rela

tions are useful:
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RB “ qS + (C,B " qB ) R “ qS + (rB " qS } R = QqS + RfB ( 8 )

°B = 1 - RB = RqB + QqB * Q - QS + RqB (9)

Qg » Q - Q8 + Rqs ( 1 0 )

where :

Qq - is the unrelisbility of safety;

0g - is the unreliability of efficiency.

Let us analyze the above relations from the point of view of influence 
of various factors on the safety reliability Rg.

- Safety reliability Rg increases with increase of reliability R, if;

b) in a special case; qB = 0 ,  qQ > O, p AB > 0  

- Safety reliability R0 decreases with increase of reliability R, if;

b) in a special case; qB = 0 .  > PAB < 0

- Safety reliability R0 is independent on reliability R, it;

a ) %  ~ qB ' rB = qS' qB + qS = ?AB “ 0

b) in a special case; qQ » qB * O, p AB « 0

ft
- Safety unreliability Qg may be diminished by increasing of efficiency 

unreliability Qg.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONSTRUCTORS

From the presented above analysis the following recommendations to con

structors designing objects with large safety reliability may be formula- 
ted;

(i) in the process of object construction one ought to obtain the 
approaching zero value of conditional probability qB of occurrence of 
impendancy over safety under the condition that the object works correctly. 
It may be reached by choise of such a construction of the object, for 
which it is practically impossible for an operator to make in expoloita- 
tion any error causing impendancy over safety. As an example, it should

9b =* qB' rB > q S* qB + qS < 1 ' ?AB > 0

a) qB < qB. r0 < qs . q0 * qs > 1 . PAB < 0
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be nearly Impossible to make a false identification of the actual state 
of the object (because it may leads to making of unproper control opera
tion) or to touch any of the object's parts being in motion or under the 
high voltage.

(ii) If the condition qQ |S o is fulfilled, the 3afety reliability Rg 
is practically proportional to the object reliability R. It means, that 
it is possible to obtain increase of safety by the increee of object 
reliability (relation 8). The larger reliability may be obtained by enlar
ging of reliability of object elements or by choise of the object struc
ture with reliability surplus. The most commonly used types of surplus 
are structural, functional and time surplus.

(iii) The safety reliability Rg may be enlarged by enlarging of con
ditional probability qg of occurrence of efficiency unreliability if 
the object fails. The probability qg depends on the safety structure 
of the object. We distinguish the safety structure without surplus (each 
object failure causes the unreliability of safety) and with surplus (some 
of failures cause unreliability of safety, other failures cause only unre
liability of efficiency). One ought to enlarge the efficiency unreliabi
lity Qg not changing the object unreliability Q. The reliability struc
ture with surplus is in many cases equivqlent to safety structure with 
surplus. The reliability structure without surplus is in most cases the 
structure with surplus from the point of view of safety, because not each 
failure causes unreliability of safety. The most common forms of safety 
surplus are functional and time surplus.

If the above recommendations are fulfilled, it may be stated using 
relation (9), that the safety unreliability reaches minimum for the mini
mal values of object unreliability Q and conditional probability qB 
of safety unreliability of correctly wor.king object and for the maximal 
value of object efficiency unreliability Qg.

5. THE EXPLOITATION PROBLEMS OF "MAN-MACHINE" SYSTEM SAFETY 
RELIABILITY

In the "man-machine" system in exploitation, very important are two 
time intervals, denoted Tw and TQ . The time interval Tw represents 
time needed by the operator for realization control operation. The time 
interval Tp represents time, which operator has to his disposal to 
make the control operation. The time intervals T^ and Tp are random 
variables of cumulative distribution functions Fw (t), FQ (t) and density 
functions fw (t), fQ (t). The control task is made with a fixed time limit 
when Tw «  Tp. in many cases too late realization of control task causes 
the danger situations.
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The random variables Tw and Tp are correlated. When the operator 
has to his disposal sufficiently long time he works quietly and among 
random variables Tw and Tp we do not observe clearly stochastic rela
tions. When Tw is close to Tp, then diminishing of the time Tp 
causes subsequent diminishing of the time T w ; we can observe an occurren
ce the psychical mobilization of operator and among random variables Tvy, 
T_ stochastic relations exist. Correlation factor has large positiveU |—
value, when the time Tp is too short, an operator's demobilization can 
occurs an increase of realization time T^, and among random variables 
T,y, Tp the character of stochastic relation is changed; the correlation 
factor has negative value.

Operator during realization of the task is influence by the stress. 
Very important form of stress is the time stress. The way of influence of 
the time stress on an operator shall be presented on the example of chan
ges of stochastic relations between task realization time Tw and dispo
sable time Tp.

In work [5] as a measure of the time stress, function

was proposed.
According to (11) the time stress is the random variable; realization

of this variable we denoted S*. From relation (11) results, that time
stress is real situation. During realization of definite controlling task, 
operator estimates mean time Tw of task realization on the base of his 
experience. The disposable time depends on external factors and is unknown 
to operator; on operator each time influences realization of the random 
variable Tp.

In work £5] it is shown, that there exist such a limit value M of time 
stress (characterising an operator) that for realization of stress S* we 
can write;

a) S* < 1 - random variables Tw and Tp are etochastically independent. 
Disposable time has no influence on task realization time.

b ) l « S * < M -  between random variables Tw and Tp are stochastic
dependances. These dependences are of such type that with decrease of
disposable time, task realization time also decrease, i.e. the stress 
influence has a mobilizing character.

c) M i S * < M + l  - between random variables Tw and Tp are stochasti
cally depandances. These dependances are of such type, that with 
decrease of disposable time, task realization time increases, i.e. 
stress influences on operator in demobilizing manner.
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d) S* > M + 1 - stress influence on an operator le of destructive type.
i.e. operator can be unable to realize the task.

In the work [5] it was shown that for "typical" operator limited 
value of stress M is 2,3. For "still" operator M » 1.9-2,2. For "anergic" 
operator M ■ 2,4-2,8.

The safety reliability measure of "man-machine" system is probability 
of punctual realization the task:

where:

*WD' ^w/D " aro respectively cumulative and conditional probability
density function random variables adn T_.w u

we assume that and <SW^D are given by:

RB - P<TW « TD> ( 1 2 )

Probability R0 -in general case may be obtained from relation:

(13)

or

(14)
0 r,D

S*t [M,M+l)

S*e [l,M)

(15)

2 ax Tw S*€ [m +1,~>)

s*

<SW/D - a2 (2 S* ♦ 1 - 2 M ) 6 W

S*€ [l ,M)

S*€ [M.M+1) (16)

S * e [M+l,<~>)
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These relations are illustrated on figure 1. The factors â  ̂ and a2 

characterize operator qualifications. In practice ai “ a2 “ and
for average operator a ■ 1.

6. CONCLUSION

It seems that the model presented in clause 3 can be needed already at 
the object project stage in order to attain increase of its safety relia

bility.
We can also observe that in ‘’man-machine" system in exploitation, com

plicated stochastic relations exist between control task realization time 
and disposable time.

In practice both these quantities are interdependent stochastic random 
variables, because operator's predispositions are variable dependent on 
hour in a day and on lenght of duration realization of the task.

The considerations presented in this paper have been made for transport 
systems but they have universal character and it seems that can be needed 
in various fields of technology.
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Fig. 1. Relations Tw/D^S *̂ ^ w/ D ^  

Rys. 1. Zależności TW^D (S), 6 w/ q (s )
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PROBLEMY NIEZAWOONOŚCI I BEZPIECZEŃSTWA 
W SYSTEMACH TECHNICZNYCH

S t  r e s z c z e n i a

Problemy bezpieczeństwa w systemach technicznych eę ze zrozumiałych 
względów bardzo istotne. Między innymi problemy te sę bardzo ważne w trans

porcie i górnictwie.
W dziedzinie transportu w ostatnich latach ukazało się wiele prac teo

retycznych i praktycznych zejmujęcych się problemami bezpieczeństwa w sy
stemach technicznych w aspekcie niezawodności. Koncepcje przedstawione w 
tych pracach maję charakter uniwersalny i dlatego wydaje się, że mogę być 
zaadaptowane w innych dziedzinach.

W referacie przedstawiono podstawowe koncepcje i definicje, a także 
podstawowe modele dotyczęce niezawodności bezpieczeństwa. Zaproponowano 
matematyczne relacje między indeksami niezawodności i bezpieczeństwa.

Omówiono problemy zwięzane z projektowaniem i konstruowaniem sprzętu 
i systemów o wyższej niezawodności bezpieczeństwa 1 sformułowano wskazówki 
dla projektantów.

KPOEJIEMH HAJE2CH0CTH H EE30IIACH0CTH 
TECDMECKHI OHCTEM

P e a d  u e

IIpoSzeMU desonacHooTH TexHnqecKnx obcish no n o m i a m  npBBBHaa abjuibtc* 
obshł cynecTBeHHMiH. 9*a npoójienH, Kpoae acez ooiaJibBHx, Barnu h zza ipaac- 
nopia, b a ropKOit zeze.

B noczezKHe rozn » oózaeia ipaaonopia nozBazocb m o r o  TeopeTaaeoKaz h 
npaKTHBSCKaz pafloi, pacoMaTpHBajmtHz npoOzeuu óeaonacHooia tezHaaecKaz eao- 
Teu b aonenie Bazemocia. KoHnennHH, npezoTaBzeHHHe b s t b z  pafioiaz, b m obt 
yHHBepcazbBHfl xapajciep h noiouy aoryi Ch i b , no m e h b b  aaiopoB, npacnocoflae- 
h h  zza zpyrax oOzacTeft.

B zoKzaze paoonaipHBaJorca rzaBHwe KOHnenuaa a ze<ł>HHanaH, a  Taicze ochob- 
aue uozszb, icaoaMtnec* Hazśmocia OeaonaoHoatB. IlpezzaraeToa MaTenaTaaec- 
Koe oooTHomeHae aezzy BHzeKcam aazozHociB a óeaonaoBooia,

B zoKzaze roBopHioa o npoózeaaz, CBaaaHauz c  npoeKTaposaHaeM a KOHOipya- 
poBaHaea oóopyzoBaHaa a cactea c  óozee bucokoż oienem»» uazemooia a fies- 
onacHociH, ctpopMyzapoBaHH yicasaBHz, z z a  npoeKTHpoBzaaoB.


